ABSTRACT With the development of computer game technologies, gameplay becomes very realistic in many sports games, therefore providing appealing play experience to game players. To get the victory in a football pitch, the team composition is pretty important. There is little research on the automatic team composition in sports games particularly in a popular game of Pro Evolution Soccer (PES). In this paper, we consider the team composition as one team player recommendation problem since a team is composed of several players in a game. Subsequently, we aim to recommend a list of sufficiently good football players to game players. We convert the team player recommendation into one optimization problem and resort to the greedy algorithm-based solutions. We propose a coverage function that quantifies the degree of soccer skills to be covered by the selected players. In addition, we prove the submodularity of the coverage function and improve a greedy algorithm to solve the function optimization problem. We demonstrate the performance of our techniques in PES2018.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, many sport games have appeared and attracted more and more players in game markets. Pro Evolution Soccer 2018 (PES2018) 1 is a popular football game which is produced and released by Konami, 2 it can be played on a personal computer, PS4 or XBOX. This game can be controlled by human or computer players, and can fully simulate a football match. In most cases, a human-player is offered an opportunity to compose a team of avatars each of which simulates a real-world football player, e.g. Lionel Messi, Harry Kane, etc., in a competitive game. Subsequently the selection of team members becomes interesting and important in PES.
Currently the team composition mainly depends on preferences and knowledge of a human-player who, however, still expects inputs from the gaming system. In other words, the human-player would be better satisfied if the game could recommend a dream team that will succeed in a new match in PES. This is well aligned with entertainment spirit in the content recommendation in computer games [1] . Hence a
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shuai Han. 1 https://www.konami.com/wepes/2018/ 2 https://www.konami.com/ team recommender becomes an important feature in a sport game not just limited in PES [2] . In PES, every football player is specified by a set of attributes, e.g. attacking_prowess, ball_control, speed and others, that represent his skills in a football match. Fig. 2 and Fig. 1 are screenshots of the PES game. Each attribute is associated with a specific value all of which decide the player performance in a match. The strength of a team is mainly influenced by the performance of individual players. The team is more likely to win a match if more skillful players are selected into the team. However, as each player has a specific position and a limited number of positions (a football match needs 11 players) exist in a pitch, the team composition is not straightforward given the known ratings of the players that indicate their performance. Things become more complicated since a human-player is often given a limited budget for purchasing a team of players each of which costs a certain value corresponding to his skills. In this article, we aim to automate a team composition so that a game player can best the winning chance in the competitive PES. As a team is composed of a set of eleven football players, the core issue is about selecting the players into the team given their skillset. Subsequently we can convert the team composition into a player recommendation problem. In other words, the recommended players will compose the team to be offered to a game player in PES. We will develop a new player recommendation method and demonstrate its utility in PES. We formulate the player recommendation as one optimization problem with constraints. In the case of ensuring that the player's position is appropriate in a football pitch, we develop an objective function in the optimization that represents the team's coverage of each skill in a match. Meanwhile, we consider the player's total salary as a cost constraint in the optimization. Hence, by solving the optimization problem, we can select a set of eleven players to compose a team so that their coverage of skills is to be maximized, which will provide a higher winning rate in a football match in PES.
Solving the constrained optimization problem for the player recommendation is hard since the objective function is not a linear combination of skill factors from all potential players. We make a further step to investigate the property of the objective function and prove that it is a submodular function since the property of diminishing marginal returns is satisfied in the function [3] . Subsequently we resort to a traditional greedy algorithm [4] to solve the optimization problem and improve the algorithm, namely Cost-Effective Forward selection Greedy (CEFG), to achieve better results.
The cost constraint is not fully exploited in the generalized greedy algorithm due to the limit of the number of players in a team. Hence we propose CEFG algorithm that combines the unit-cost greedy algorithm (ignoring the costs) and the traditional greedy algorithm. We find a middle point and use two different strategies in-between. Finally we implement the proposed algorithm in the PES simulation platform, and show convincing results in the experiments.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes related works of team composition and player recommendation, and then we brief a submodular function and its optimization in Section III. Section IV proves the property of the objective function regarding the submodularity. Section V develops a greedy algorithm and its improved version to solve the optimization problem. We conduct experiments to evaluate performance of our techniques in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
Research of team composition is most relevant to team recommendation where a list of teams are recommended. Originally team recommendation comes from organizational and behavioral sciences and research on social web application has appeared for a team recommendation since 2012 [5] . The team recommendation was rarely studied in a game environment. Brocco and Woerndl [2] presented ideas for supporting team composition in different computer game scenarios, and explained how to integrate locations in their team composition model.
Most of the previous work on team recommendation was based on a model where attributes of individual group members are aggregated to generate group recommendation [6] . Some authors proposed an algorithm where individual user ratings were generated using nearest neighbor models for collaborative filtering [7] while others created a group profile by aggregating the profiles of individual users and used neighborhood models to generate recommendations for the newly created group profile [8] .
Amer-Yahia et al. [9] advocated that a better team recommendation strategy could be devised by considering disagreements between the individual users in the group for the same item. Li et al. [10] studied the issue of recommending a replacer when a critical player becomes unavailable. Their basic ideas are to adopt a graph kernel to encode both skill and structural matching. Other techniques intend to find the best team in terms of communication costs within a network of experts [11] . In parallel, a team recommendation is studied as a special case of the budgeted social choice problem in economics. Lu and Boutilier [12] proposed a greedy algorithm using knapsack heuristics; however, the algorithm does not perform quite well in a group recommendation task with positional scoring rules. Skowron et al. [13] extended the theoretical framework for limited choice models with positional scoring rules using the ordered weighted average operators.
With a rapid development of mobile internet and online marketing models, many spatial crowdsourcing platforms emerge. The problem of team formation for crowdsourcing becomes popular ascribed to requirements of massive human intelligence service-oriented applications. Some studies focused on crowdsourcing complex tasks through team formation in non-cooperative social networks [14] , [15] while others developed a top-k team recommendation in a spatial crowdsourcing problem [16] . We also notice that a team recommendation problem can be modeled as a submodular optimization problem. Parambath et al. [17] proposed a unified framework and an algorithm for the group recommendation where a fixed number of items or alternatives could be recommended to a group of users. They used a fast greedy algorithm with strong theoretical guarantee.
Most of the work on team/group recommendation mainly focuses on the improvement of service quality to satisfy a diverse set of preferences from a group of users who have different requirements. Our work in this article is to choose a set of players so that a comprehensive set of skills will be covered therefore leading to a successful match in PES.
III. BACKGROUND: SUBMODULAR FUNCTION
For a set of objects V = {v 1 , . . . , v n } and a function f : 2 V → R, if for each A ⊆ B ⊆ V and e ∈ V \ B, it holds that (e A) ≥ (e B), then the function f is submodular, where
means the discrete derivative of f at A. Equivalently, f is submodular for each A, B ⊆ V , it holds that f (A)+f (B) ≥ f (A∩B)+f (A∪B). One important property of submodularity is diminishing marginal returns, i.e., adding an element to a small set is more influential than adding it to a large set.
A function f is said to be monotone if
There is a popular submodular function optimization problem: given an integer k, we aim to find a subset T ⊆ V to maximize the monotone submodular function f , i.e., argmax T ⊆V f (T ), where |T | ≤ k. A solution to the optimization problem is NP-hard [18] . A greedy algorithm can find an approximate solution that guarantees the solution quality within e−1 e (≈ 0.632) of the optimality [3] . Going beyond the e−1 e -approximation is NP-hard for many classes of submodular functions [3] , [19] .
In recent years, the submodular function optimization has been seen in many machine learning and computer vision applications and is usually applied to coverage issues such as video segmentation [20] , [21] , document summarization [22] , advertisement allocation [23] , and information gathering [24] . In this article, we will convert the team recommendation problem into a submodular function optimization with the constraint of salary cost, and seek for greedy algorithm based solutions to the problem.
IV. PLAYER RECOMMENDATION AS A SUBMODULAR FUNCTION OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate player recommendation into one optimization problem and prove the submodularity property of this function as well.
A. SKILL COVERAGE FUNCTION
A team composition has a large influence on a match result since it decides the strength and complementarity of members' skills on a football pitch. To maximize the winning chance, we need to recommend a team of players that will cover a set of football skills.
Given the PES platform, we choose ten players' attributes as the most important skills for the team composition, i.e. attacking_ prowess, ball_control, dribbling, low_pass, lofted_pass, finishing, header, defensive_prowess, speed, and goalkeeping. In addition, we consider the player's number, name, position, salary and overall rating. Hence each player has 15 attributes. A sample of some player's attributes is shown in Table 1 .
For each player p i ∈ U , where U = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is a collection of players, we use s to represent the player's ability such as attacking_prowess, ball_control, and speed, s j ∈ S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m } where m is equal to 10 if ten attributes are considered in our work. We define the skill value of each player as a s j (p i ), and the skill coverage function for a player, that is, the degree to which the player p i covers the set of skill s j is defined in Eq. 2.
Subsequently, we can define the skill coverage function for a set of team players, T ⊆ U , that is a subset of all potential players. Eq. 3 measures the degree to which the ability s j is covered by at least one player in T .
Finally, the function of T covering S can be defined as F(T ) in Eq. 4.
where β is used to weight the skill s j .
B. RECOMMENDER MODEL
We aim to find an optimal team that maximizes the coverage value in Eq. 4. Meanwhile, we need to consider the cost of composing the team of players in the optimization. Hence the recommendation is equivalent to solving the following optimization problem.
max T ∈U F(T ) subject to |T | = 11 and c(T ) ≤ C
where c(T ) is the sum of the salary of the total eleven players in T and C is the salary constraint for the entire team. The salary value is to be specified in a sport game; otherwise, as shown in our experiments, we can use the available players' ratings to estimate their salary. Solving the above optimization problem sounds to be not easy and we proceed to investigate the submodularity of the skill coverage function below.
Proposition 1: The monotone function F(T ) (in Eq. 4) is submodular.
proof: We calculate the marginal gain of the skill coverage when one player is added into a potential teamT ⊆ U .
Similarly, for a small teamŤ , we have
There is an important attribute of submodularity: if g 1 , . . . , g n : 2 V → R are submodular, and
is submodular as well [25] . Hence F(T ) is submodular as cov(T ) is submodular.
Consequently, Eq. 5 becomes a maximum budget coverage problem with a monotonic cost constraint. The player recommendation formulated as the submodular function optimization is a NP-hard problem [18] and an approximate solution is to be investigated next.
V. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we introduce a greedy algorithm to solve the recommendation problem that is formulated as one submodular function optimization problem in Eq. 5, and improve the algorithm to solve the problem.
A. GREEDY ALGORITHM
As mentioned in Section III, the greedy algorithm generally can solve the submodular function optimization problem. The solution reaches the approximation of optimality with the theoretical bound F(T ) ≥ (1 − 1/e)max F(T ) [3] . Zhang and Vorobeychik have recently investigated it with a monotonic cost constraint [26] and propose the generalized greedy algorithm as shown below.
Generalized Greedy Algorithm
Input: an objective function F, a cost constraint C, and player database U Output: a solution T ⊆ U with c(T ) ≤ C 1: T ←− ∅; 2: repeat 3: p ←− argmax p∈U
end if 6 :
The algorithm iteratively selects a player p such that the ratio of the marginal gain for objective function F and constraint c is maximized by adding p (lines 3-5). The best subset T found is eventually returned.
As in our recommendation problem there are eleven players in a football team, the length of T needs to be limited.
In addition, c(T ∪ p) − c(T ) = c(p)
as the constraint is linear and discrete. Hence we adapt the generalized greedy algorithm into Limit Greedy Algorithm below.
In each iteration, we will select the player p from a set of players U with the largest ratio of the increase of the objective function to the wage cost under the cost constraint C (lines 3-5), until the team length is equal to eleven.
B. CEFG ALGORITHM
Due to the limit of the number of players in a team, the cost constraint is not fully exploited in the generalized greedy algorithm, which leads to a small cost of the selected team and the overall team rating is extremely low. The players recommended are cost-effective; however, the team of such 
repeat 9: p ←− argmax p∈U
end if 12: U = U \ p 13: until |T | = 11 14: end if 15: until |T | = 11 16: return T players is not strong enough to win a match. The results of the simulated competition in Section VI will illustrate this problem.
Inspired by the classification selection in [27] , we first use the unit-cost greedy algorithm (ignoring the costs) in the early player selection. When the total cost is close to the upperbound constraint, we adopt the Limit Greedy Algorithm. We find a middle point and use two different strategies inbetween. The new approach is framed as the CEFG (CostEffective Forward selection Greedy) Algorithm.
Give the submodular coverage function F, a set of players U and a salary cost constraint C, we first use the unit-cost greedy algorithm to select the player p with the maximum increment of the objective function (lines 3-5), which means the best player is added to the team T . Hence, we can make the most of the cost space and choose the player who is outstanding enough in the initial selection stage. We will not select a player twice in each iteration (line 6).
If C − c(T ∪ p) < ε as ε = c i where Then we enter the second selection stage and use the greedy algorithm for the consideration of the remaining cost (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . By doing this, we have a team of players that meets the cost constraint and contains sufficiently good players, which generates better results than the generalized greedy algorithm in V-A. It is apparent that the CEFG Algorithm will degenerate into unit-cost greedy algorithm if C is large enough.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND GAME RESULTS
We implement the algorithms in Matlab2018 and conduct all the numerical computations on a Windows PC with a 4-core Intel i7-6700 3.40GHz CPU and 16GB memory. All the games are simulated in a quick game of PES2018 that is downloaded from a platform Steam on Windows10 computer system.
A. DATA ANALYSIS
We collect the match data from the official website of PES2018 3 by using a Python crawler. There are a total of 9,563 football players in the database and a sample of data is shown in Table 1 . For the position of each player on the football pitch, we consider equivalence of positions and normalize the position as shown in Table 2 . Based on the PES game experience, we choose the team of 4-3-3 formations which means there are one Goalkeeper, four Guard, three Midfielder and three Forward in the team. For the position g of player p, the recommended player's position in the team meets the formula in Eq. 7, where n refers to the total number of players. For the cost constraint, there is no player's salary data in the official website. Considering that the player's salary is often positively correlated with his rating, we fit the wages with scores of some players based on the existing data. We find that the data is exponentially distributed and therefore use the least squares method for regression. The fitting curve formulated below is shown in Fig. 3 .
where η = 6.375 × 10 −4 , and θ = 0.1029. Then through the curve, we can find the y-axis of the corresponding point based on the x-axis, which means we can get a player's salary based on his ratings.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To ensure the credibility of the results, we select a total of 8,762 players with the ratings larger than or equal to 60 in the database, and recommend a team including 11 players. We use the CEFG Algorithm to solve the optimization problem and set a sufficiently large cost as retrieved from the curve in Fig. 3 , the recommended results of team formation are shown in Table 3 below.
Based on the recommended players, we compose a ''Dream Team''. To conduct comparison of the algorithm performance, we randomly generate a team in the PES without To verify the strength of the Dream Team, we get three random teams, and use the Dream Team to battle with each one for 30 matches. The random teams are randomly generated from the game PES, which limits the position of 11 players, and the ratings of players are high and low. So random teams have great reference significance. If the game ends in a tie, we set the win number to 0.5. The results are listed in Table 4 including specific results of every match, the Dream Team's wins of 30 matches and the average goal difference.
We find that the Dream Team performs pretty well against the three random teams. If we set the values of win, draw, and lose of the match to 1, 0, and -1 respectively, we can analyze the results from another perspective in Fig. 5 . The x-axis has different random teams while the y-axis are the average values and variances of 30 match results. Obviously, AMIENS wins a lot and has a stable performance.
We also recommend a team using the Limit Greedy Algorithm (represented by the team MAN in the game) and have the team compete with the above three random teams. The results are shown in Table 5 , Table 6 and Fig. 6 . We find that the teams recommended by the greedy algorithm have a poor performance, and the randomness of their performance is very large. But on the other hand, we can find that the strength of the team does not depend entirely on cost or rating (e.g. MAN VS RAND2).
Under different cost constraints in the CEFG algorithm, we recommend the Dream Teams and have battles between the teams generated by the Limit Greedy Algorithm and the CEFG algorithm. The match results are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 7 . The teams recommended by the CEFG algorithm perform significantly better than those by the Limit Greedy Algorithm. We notice that a larger cost value generates better teams, which leads to more winning results for the teams.
Finally, in order to verify the superiority of the CEFG algorithm, we select MAB, MSB and HER teams in the game all of which exist in the real gameplay. We calculate the costs of the three teams, and use them as constraint to recommend a team of players based on the CEFG algorithm. We then match the recommended team with the existing three teams and show the results in Table 8 and Fig. 8 .
We can find that under the same cost constraint (or in a sense of rating), the teams recommended by CEFG algorithm are stronger than actual teams. The teams generated by the CEFG algorithm dominate the play in the football pitch.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we make an in-depth analysis of team composition in PES that can be converted into a player recommendation problem. As there is no clear approach for football player recommendation in a game, we propose a skill coverage function to quantify the complementary capability of a proper team. We then improve the greedy algorithm to solve the recommendation problem. We conduct empirical study of the proposed recommendation techniques in a game platform of PES2018. The results demonstrate the strength of the team as well as the effectiveness of our approach. Although we investigate our techniques in the context of PES, the proposed recommendation model based on the submodular function is rather general and can be adapted to solve other team composition problems. We notice that the player recommendation technique can also be used to improve a game engine by suggesting a good team to computer-controlled characters in a sport game.
In the future work, we will research more attributes of players and consider their interactions in a football pitch. In addition, improving the CEFG algorithm is a great challenge. We will seek for a better bound so as to improve the player recommendation quality. 
